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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a new method to detect noise
hindrances in Electroencephalographic (EEG) signals caused by men-
tal distractions, which we named ”daydreaming signals.” Our approach
is based on sliding windows and aims to detect and locate these day-
dreaming signals to specific points in time. We expect to get cleaner
data and, therefore, higher prediction accuracy in current available EEG
datasets by removing these daydreaming signals. Beyond these improve-
ments to existing data, this approach also has the potential to improve
the quality of future data collection, as researchers can discover the pat-
tern of daydreaming signals in trial rounds and deal with these signals
accordingly.
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vised learning · Electroencephalography(EEG) · Sliding windows · EEG
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1 Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) is widely used in Brain-Machine Interfaces re-
search [15]. The classification of cognitive tasks using EEG signals has been the
focus of discussion in the past few decades [16]. The low signal-to-noise ratio is a
common hindrance in EEG signal classification. While multiple types of machine
learning and deep learning algorithms have been used for cognitive task classifi-
cation [4, 12, 23], the accuracy of EEG signal classification can hit a bottleneck
without a proper separation of noise. Noise in EEG data could come from a
variety of sources, which can be identified as two main types: i) noise from the
outside, including factors like environmental noise, noise caused by experimen-
tal settings, and noise caused by static electricity; and ii) noise from the human
body, including physical activity such as blinking and breathing, and mental
activity such as distracting thoughts [25]. Although large quantities of research
have been conducted and shown success in removing the external noise [14], the
problem of detecting and removing internal noise remains an area in need of
more exploration. This paper focuses on the latter source of noise, noise from
mental activity, and aims to design an algorithm to detect and remove noise
caused by mental distractions.
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In experiments, subjects sometimes lose focus on the task assigned to them.
Instead of performing the designated tasks, they may engage in other activities
intentionally or unintentionally. Such distractions can lead to noise in EEG sig-
nals that is different from expected signals of expected activities. We designed an
algorithm to detect and remove this kind of noise, which we have named ”day-
dreaming signals.” Our approach first removed the environmental noise with
plateau threshold [19], then analyzed the cleaned data by two rounds of base-
line classification analysis combined with sliding windows. We implemented this
algorithm with the publicly available Thinking1 BCI experiments dataset.

Since the Thinking1 BCI experiments dataset is a relatively small dataset, we
focused on classifiers that work well with EEG data and small datasets. We chose
three classifiers for baseline classification: Random Forest (RF), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). Random Forest is a
classifier that combines numerous randomized decision trees [6]. Random Forest
has shown outstanding performance when there is a larger number of variables
compared with the number of observations [3]. It was also proved in EEG dataset
that the Random Forest classifier outperforms other classifiers when the sample
set is small [16]. Support Vector Machines is a linear classifier that implements
a hyperplane to identify classes [8]. General advantages of using SVM include
good generalization properties, as well as their resistance to overtraining and the
curse of dimensionality [17]. Support Vector Machines are commonly employed in
human-computer interaction to identify physiological patterns, and have shown
high performance in prediction accuracy of EEG data [22]. Long Short-Term
Memory is a deep learning architecture that uses an artificial Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) [10]. Long Short-Term Memory has been widely used on EEG
signal classification and showed high accuracy when combined with other clas-
sification techniques [9, 2]. Neural Networks usually work well on large datasets,
yet Long Short-Term Memory can show high accuracy with small datasets [7,
13, 20, 24].

As for results, Table 1 shows the old (without sliding windows analysis) and
new (with sliding windows analysis) prediction accuracy of three baseline meth-
ods. Compared with traditional Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, and
Long Short-Term Memory classifications, this approach increased the average
prediction accuracy from 55.0 percent to 66.1 percent, from 41.2 percent to 65.5
percent, and from 46.0 percent to 56.3 percent, respectively.

Table 1. Average Prediction Accuracy for Baseline Methods

RF SVM LSTM

Prediction Accuracy (old) 55.0 41.2 46.0
Prediction Accuracy (new) 66.1 65.5 56.3
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Fig. 1. Workflow chart for the proposed method that detects and removes daydream-
ing signals. After removing the environmental noise with plateau threshold, the cleaned
data is analyzed by two rounds of baseline method analysis combined with sliding win-
dows. Three types of EEG signals are identified: environmental noise (e), daydreaming
signals (d), and clean data (c); data remaining percentage, old and new prediction
accuracy are recorded.

.

2 Proposed Method

Figure 1 shows the workflow of our algorithm with four significant steps con-
tained: Plateau Threshold, First-Round Prediction, Sliding Windows Analysis,
and Second-Round Prediction. The detailed method is described in this section.

2.1 Data Source and Preprocess The Thinking1 BCI experiments dataset
contains 16 health non-expert subjects. Signals are captured using Muse neu-
romonitoring headset, which are suggested for meditation evaluations and non-
medical usages [11]. Despite having a smaller number of available electrodes
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Fig. 2. Result of sliding window analysis on subject 1 session 1 using Random Forest
as baseline method. Each task is represented by one color. Environmental noise, day-
dreaming signals, and clean data are marked with different degrees of background color
saturation within each task. Environmental noise has the largest degree of saturation,
daydreaming signals have a middle degree of saturation, and clean data has the small-
est degree of saturation.

.

compared with medical-use devices (4 electrodes vs. 16 electrodes), Muse neu-
romonitoring headset can collect accurate data at a lower cost [5, 1]. In Thinking1
BCI experiments dataset, each subject conducted a 30-minute experiment that
contained six sessions on five tasks (Think [T], Count [C], Recall [R], Breathe
[B], Draw [D]) in a random sequence. Before conducting our proposed algorithm,
all EEG data for analysis were pre-processed to remove external noise. In the
analysis of this experiment, environmental noise (e) caused by poor contact was
removed using the ”plateau threshold method.” For more details, please refer to
the previous work [19].

2.2 Baseline Prediction For the baseline prediction, We divided each session
into ten folds chronologically. Fold 1 represents the first one-tenth of recorded
data in the time sequence, fold 2 represents the second one-tenth of recorded
data in the time sequence, and so forth. We conducted 10-fold cross-validation
with the baseline prediction method (RF, SVM, or LSTM) and recorded the
classification results for each EEG data point as labelX . According to the exper-
iment setup, there are five possible labels for each data point, representing five
cognitive tasks: labelT , labelC , labelR, labelB are labelD. Prediction accuracy
and the percent of data remaining for each subject were also recorded for future
comparison.
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2.3 Create Sliding Windows Sliding windows were created to calculate the
distribution of predicted labels in a given time period. In this approach, we
created a sliding window with a size of 100 data points (10s) with 99 data points
(9.9s) overlap in the time sequence. Within each sliding window, we calculated
the percentage of each predicted label. For the labelx (x is either T, C, R, B, or
D) that has the highest percentage in one sliding window, We would consider
the 100 data points in this sliding window to have more notable features to the
corresponding taskx. That is to say, the subject may have a brain activity closer
to taskx.

2.4 Detect and Remove Daydreaming Signals After creating the sliding
windows and calculating the percentage of labels in sliding windows, the next
step was to mark the daydreaming signals. To find the daydreaming signals, we
looked into each sliding window to find the labelx that had the highest percentage
among the 100 labels; each window is then marked as labelx as a whole. We took
the designed taskx in each session as the ground truth to compare with labelx.
If labelx were different from the ground truth, we would mark the first data
point in this sliding window as a ”daydreaming signal (d)” and remove this
data point. The data remaining after this step is identified as ”clean data (c).”
Figure 2 shows an example of sliding window percentage and distribution of
daydreaming signals in subject 1 session 1.

2.5 Second-Round Prediction After removing the daydreaming signals, we
repeated step 2 (10-fold cross-validation with the same baseline classification
method) for the rest of the clean data and calculated the final prediction accu-
racy and percent of data remaining. The result was compared with prediction
accuracy and the percentage of data remaining in the first-round prediction.

3 Results

3.1 Prediction Accuracy and Data Remaining

In Figure 3, we show the prediction accuracy of baseline methods and the im-
proved prediction accuracy after removing daydreaming signals. Three baseline
classification algorithms are marked in three different colors. The baseline accu-
racy is represented in dashed lines, and the new prediction accuracy by imple-
menting our algorithm is represented in solid lines. Compared with traditional
Random Forest classification (red dashed line), our algorithm (red solid line) im-
proved the average accuracy from 55.0 percent to 66.1 percent. Compared with
traditional Support Vector Machines classification (green dashed line), our algo-
rithm (green solid line) improved the average accuracy from 41.2 percent to 65.5
percent. And compared with traditional Long Short-Term Memory classification
(blue dashed line), our algorithm (blue solid line) improved the average accu-
racy from 46.0 percent to 56.3 percent. Our algorithm has significantly increased
prediction accuracy compared with all three baseline classification algorithms.
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Fig. 3. Prediction accuracy of 16 subjects: baseline classification algorithms (dashed
lines) vs. our improved algorithm (solid lines)

Fig. 4. Percentage of clean data remaining of 16 subjects after removing environmental
noise and daydreaming signals for three baseline methods: Random Forest (red bars),
Support Vector Machines (green bars), Long Short-Term Memory (blue bars)

We also provide the data remaining condition for three baseline algorithms
after removing daydreaming signals in Figure 4. Compared with Support Vector
Machines (with an average of data remaining of 30.2 percent) and Long Short-
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Term Memory (with an average of data remaining of 34.1 percent), RF classifier
has a higher average data remaining percent (42.2 percent). On average, using
the RF classifier as a baseline algorithm leaves more data remaining than the
condition of using the Support Vector Machines classifier and the Long Short-
Term Memory classifier. The Long Short-Term Memory classifier leaves slightly
more data remaining than the Support Vector Machines classifier.

3.2 Analysis of Daydreaming Signals

Choice of Baseline Method for Daydreaming Signals Analyses Our al-
gorithm includes different steps to remove different types of noises. In the step of
plateau threshold detection, environmental noise is removed, and our algorithm
detects and removes daydreaming signals; the remaining data is classified as
clean data. Since the environmental noises are detected using the same plateau
threshold, the original data remaining is the same among all three baseline meth-
ods.

However, the daydreaming signal is detected based on the result of the first-
round classification. Although the percentage of daydreaming signals and its
distribution condition is quite similar among the three baseline methods, slight
differences exist among different baseline conditions. According to the result of
our experiment, the Random Forest classifier has the highest prediction accuracy,
and the highest data remain. Therefore, Random Forest is considered the most
accurate detection algorithm for daydreaming signals among the three baseline
algorithms, and we choose Random Forest to present the results in this section.
Detailed discussion on the choice of baseline method will be provided in the
Discussion and Future Work section. The percentage of different types of data
in the condition of using the other two baseline classifiers is provided in the
supplement.

Distribution Pattern of Daydreaming Signals Focusing on the condition
of using Random Forest classifier as baseline method, we further analyzed the
distribution pattern of the daydreaming signals.

In Figure 5, we provide a bar graph of the percentage of each type of signal
(environmental noise, daydreaming signals, and clean data) of all sessions in
total for each subject. Daydreaming signals are detected in all 16 subjects, and
the percentage of daydreaming signals can be as high as 34.3 percent or as low
as 7.2 percent, showing significant differences among subjects.

We then utilize a box and whisker plot to determine daydreaming signal
distribution in different tasks (Figure 6). By looking at the distribution pat-
tern of daydreaming signals in different tasks, we can see that: i) a considerable
variance exists between different subjects. As the average percent of detected
daydreaming signals is between 10 to 20 percent for all five tasks (Think [T],
Count [C], Recall [R], Breathe [B], Draw [D]), the upper extreme value could be
as high as over 50 percent. This variance shows that the individual differences
in daydreaming signals are substantial. A few subjects have a high proportion
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Fig. 5. The percentage of environmental noise (e), daydreaming signals (d) and clean
data (c) for each subject using Random Forest as baseline classification method. Note
that e + d + c = 100%.

Fig. 6. Task-wise distribution of daydreaming signals in 16 subjects.

of daydreaming signals, perhaps because these subjects have difficulty concen-
trating during the experiment, and ii) daydreaming signals tend to have higher
proportions in the task of Recall. Compared with the other four tasks, the per-
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centage of daydreaming signals is the highest in the task of Recall in extremes
values, quartile values, and the median, indicating a general trend that subjects
fall into the state of ”daydreaming” more easily when doing the task of Recall.
We believe that this phenomenon corresponds to the design and setup of the
experiments. When performing the Recall task, the subjects were asked to recall
the last task they did. At this time, the state of EEG activity of the subject
may be closer to the state of the previous task rather than the behavior of Re-
call itself, leading to the noise of unclear EEG patterns. However, this is only a
simple assumption based on the experimental design; further analysis might be
needed to make valid conclusions.

4 Discussion and Future Work

Our proposed algorithm is proven effective for detecting internal noise (day-
dreaming signals) and increasing prediction accuracy in cognitive task classifi-
cation. Since subjects may get distracted unconsciously when performing the
designated tasks, our algorithm can help to locate the specific time when the
subjects are not focused on assigned tasks, either consciously or unconsciously;
this algorithm can accordingly help remove noise and increase prediction accu-
racy. This approach to detecting ”daydreaming signals” can also be helpful in
adjusting experiment setups.

This paper tested our algorithm with three baseline algorithms for accuracy:
the Random Forest classifier, the Support Vector Machines classifier, and the
Long Short-Term Memory classifier. We proved that accuracy is increased by
removing daydreaming signals compared with all three baseline methods. How-
ever, the majority of our daydreaming signal distribution analysis is conducted
with Random Forest as the baseline classifier. Random Forest has proven to be
a valuable tool for small training data sets and is less affected by the curse-
of-dimensionality [16], it is the ideal baseline algorithm to use for Thinking1
BCI experiments dataset and personalized uses. Considering Random Forest is
not 100-percent accurate and daydreaming signal is a newly identified class of
signals, further analysis on the distribution pattern of daydreaming signals in
the case of different baseline methods will be helpful to improve the analysis on
daydreaming signals.

Sliding windows is another critical approach used in this paper. Although
sliding windows have become a popular approach of processing EEG signals,
windows size and overlap choice vary among researchers, and the consequence of
using different window sizes and overlaps are still not clear [23, 18]. In this paper,
we chose a window size of 10s with 99 percent overlap based on the result of the
plateau threshold. For future work, we plan to test our algorithm with various
sizes of sliding windows and overlaps based on the responsive time window of
neurons and to further explore the distribution pattern of daydreaming signals.

For dataset selection, we chose the Thinking1 BCI experiments dataset. Al-
though small EEG datasets can be useful for personalizing analysis [18, 21], the
small size of the dataset leads to hindrance in training and more specific exam-
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ination on variables. Further investigation on the performance of our algorithm
on larger datasets is warranted.

5 Conclusion

The accuracy of EEG signal classification on cognitive tasks can be affected
by multiple noise sources. This paper focused on ”daydreaming signals,” the
noise caused by mental distractions. We designed a new algorithm to detect and
remove these ”daydreaming signals” based on sliding windows. We compared
the prediction accuracy between the traditional algorithms and our improved
algorithm. As a result, the average prediction accuracy is increased for all three
baseline algorithms: 55.0 percent to 66.1 percent for Random Forest classifier,
41.2 percent to 65.5 percent for Support Vector Machines classifier, and 46.0
percent to 56.3 percent for Long Short-Term Memory classifier. Our approach
can be helpful for increasing prediction accuracy, for designing and adjusting
experimental setups, and for personalizing uses.
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